In order to assess the anisotropy-related uncertainties of relatively determined photoluminescence quantum yields ( PL ) of molecular emitters and luminescent nanomaterials, we compared PL values measured without and with polarizers using magic angle conditions and studied systematically the dependence of the detected emission intensity on the polarizer settings for samples of varying anisotropy. This includes a dispersion of a spherical quantum dot (QD) with an ideally isotropic emission, a solution of a common small organic dye in a fluid solvent as well as dispersions of elongated quantum dot rods (QDR) with an anisotropic luminescence and a small organic dye in a rigid polymeric matrix, as ideally anisotropic emitter. Our results show that for instruments lacking polarizers, anisotropy-related measurement uncertainties of relative photoluminescence quantum yields can amount to more than 40%, with the size of these systematic errors depending on the difference in emission anisotropy between the sample and the standard.
Introduction
In the last decades, photoluminescence (PL) techniques developed into some of the most popular analytical tools in the life and material sciences [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] due to their comparative simplicity, the multitude of parameters provided, and the extraordinary sensitivity down to the single molecule level. This led to the development of an ever growing toolbox of fluorescent reporters to choose from, ranging from small organic dyes and metal-ligand complexes over fluorescent proteins and semiconductor nanocrystals to all types of fluorophore-labeled nanoparticles and up-conversion nanophosphors. Despite the popularity of PL techniques, it is often neglected that all PL measurements are affected by instrument-and samplerelated polarization effects. This can distort the intensity and spectral shape of the resulting emission spectra. [9, 10] PL measuring systems contain several potential sources of polarized light: a) excitation sources like lasers and light emitting diodes (LEDs) always provide polarized light, and b) some optical components (especially monochromator gratings) reveal polarization-dependent transmission and reflection efficiencies making the excitation partially polarized even with otherwise isotropic light sources. Also, c) detectors can show weak polarization effects typically in the range of a few percent. [11] For emission spectrometers and microscopes equipped with conventional light sources such as xenon lamps providing an isotropic emission, the size of instrument-related polarization effects is largely determined by the type of monochromator and gratings employed. Hence, the excitation light in PL measuring systems is commonly at least partly polarized, with the degree of polarization depending on the instrument.
As polarization effects can affect all types of intensity-related PL information, they must be considered for the determination of the photoluminescence quantum yield ( PL ). PL is a measure for the efficiency of the conversion of absorbed into emitted photons and thus, a spectroscopic key parameter for fluorophore performance evaluation and comparison. Many photophysical studies rely on PL measurements, e.g., for the determination of radiative rate constants, and knowledge of PL is crucial for the calculation of Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) efficiencies. For nanocrystalline materials like semiconductor quantum dots and rods, the size of PL presents also a criterion for particle quality, i.e., the passivation of surface defects. [10, 12, 13] Although for accurate PL measurements, the use of polarizers set to magic angle conditions (excitation polarizer set to 0 ∘ , emission polarizer set to 54.7 ∘ ) has been recommended, [9, 14] the emission spectra and PL values of many emitters are still often measured without polarizers, even for systems that could reveal a partly or even strongly polarized emission.
A measure for sample-or material-related polarization effects provides the emission anisotropy , see Equation (1), which is a property of a fluorophore in a defined environment. [2, 15] reveals the average angular displacement of the fluorophore between absorption and subsequent emission of a photon and depends on the extent to which excited fluorophores rotate during their excitedstate lifetime. Due to photoselection, only fluorophores with transition dipole moments parallel to the polarization direction of the incident light can absorb light and are accordingly excited. The emission anisotropy is also a common tool to assess the rotational freedom of dyes, and thus, e.g., dye-biomolecule interactions, and to study energy transfer. [2] However, care must be taken as depends also strongly on the photoluminescence decay time . [16, 17] Hence for the interpretation of emission anisotropy studies, the measurement of is generally beneficial. Anisotropic emission can be expected for most fluorophores with very short PL decay times (shorter than a few 100 ps), for all organic dyes placed in a rigid confined environment (e.g., in highly viscous solvents, embedded in a solid matrix such as polymers or zeolites, or bound to large macro-or biomolecules), as well as for large fluorophores like most organic NIR dyes (even in fluid solvents). [2, 18, 19] Moreover, rod-shaped nanomaterials like elongated semiconductor nanocrystals (quantum rods, QRs) typically display an anisotropic emission. [20] [21] [22] [23] The increasing importance in measuring PL of anisotropic emitters like dye-biomolecule conjugates and luminescent nanomaterials with e.g., a shapeinduced anisotropy encouraged us to study polarization-induced changes of the detection efficiency of a commercial fluorometer and to quantify polarizationrelated uncertainties of PL measurements. For this purpose, we chose quantum dot-rods (QDRs), a novel class of semiconductor nanocrystals increasingly used as reporters for bioanalytical applications and medical diagnostics [28] [29] [30] and active materials for plasma displays, which consist of a spherical core and an elongated shell. QDRs possess unique photophysical properties, such as size-tunable absorption and emission spectra (dependent on the core diameter), huge absorption cross-sections, and narrow, symmetric emission bands like spherical quantum dots (QDs). [24] [25] [26] [27] In addition, QDRs can have even higher extinction coefficients and brightness compared to QDs. Moreover, most importantly for our study, the emission anisotropy of QDRs depends on their aspect ratios. [20] [21] [22] [23] In order to assess anisotropy-related uncertainties, we compared PL measured without and with polarizers using magic angle conditions and studied systematically the dependence of the detected emission intensities on the polarizer settings used for samples with different anisotropies and the effect on relatively determined PL . This included a dispersion of spherical QDs with ideally isotropic emission, the solution of a small organic dye in a fluid non-interacting solvent (Rh101 in ethanol) with nearly isotropic emission, a dispersion of elongated QDRs with significant anisotropic emission due to the elongated shape of the QDRs, and a small organic dye embedded in a solid polymer matrix showing nearly the highest possible emission anisotropy. [31] 2 Experimental and material section
Materials
The QD and QDR were synthesized by Dipl.-Chem. Christopher Wolter from the group of professor Horst Weller (University of Hamburg, Institute of Physical Chemistry) according to a procedure described previously. [20] The QDR was a CdSe/CdS core/shell quantum dot-rod made from a spherical CdSe core (diameter 4 nm). Its rod-shaped CdS shell had a length of 53.4 nm and an aspect ratio of 12. The QD had a diameter of 14 nm and was made from the same CdSe core as the QDR with a CdS shell thickness of 5 nm. Rhodamine B incorporated in polymethylmethycrylate (PMMA) was purchased from Starna as cuvette shaped polymer block of 10 × 10 × 45 mm with polished facets. Rhodamine 101 (Rh101, batch number 019502) was purchased from Lambda Physics.
Solvents: All QD and QDR samples were provided as stock solutions in hexane and were diluted with hexane for the spectroscopic studies. Rh101 was dissolved in ethanol. Both solvents were of spectroscopic grade and purchased from Sigma Aldrich.
Instrumentation
Emission measurements: Steady-state emission anisotropies were recorded on a FLS920 fluorescence spectrometer (Edinburgh Instruments), equipped with Glan-Thompson prism polarizers and a subtractive Czerny-Turner double grating emission monochromator.
Absorption measurements: Absorption spectra were obtained on a Cary 5000 UV-Vis-NIR spectrometer (Varian Inc., Agilent Technologies) with a spectral bandwidth and step size of 1 nm. The accuracy of the intensity and wavelength scale of this instrument is regularly controlled with certified absorption standards from Hellma GmbH.
Methods
The emission anisotropy of a sample is caused by dipole moments of an ensemble of fluorophores that are not randomly orientated or by a small rotational diffusion time of the emitter compared to its excited state lifetime. is commonly calculated from the sample's spectrally uncorrected PL intensities 0 ∘ /0 ∘ and 0 ∘ /90 ∘ using vertically (0 ∘ ) polarized excitation, and emission polarizers set to 0 ∘ and 90 ∘ , respectively (see Equation 1 ). [14] =
The
∘ measurement geometry is a wavelength-dependent correction factor to account for the different transmission efficiencies for polarized light of the optical components and the detector in the emission channel. It represents the difference of the relative spectral responsivity between two different positions of the polarizer in the detection channel. To determine the
The correction factor
(superscripts indicate the two positions of the emission polarizer 1 and 2 ) for the calculation of can be determined from the sample´s emission intensities 90 ∘ /0 ∘ and 90 ∘ /90 ∘ using horizontally polarized excitation, and emission polarizers set to 0 ∘ and 90 ∘ , respectively (see Equation 2) . [14] Alternatively to uncorrected emission spectra and factors, spectrally corrected emission spectra can be used. [14] . Relative measurements: The PL quantum yield can be measured with optical methods relatively to a quantum yield standard of known PL , typically using identical excitation wavelengths for sample and standard and closely matching absorbances at the excitation wavelength. For relative measurements, instrument-and fluorophore-related polarization effects can be controlled with polarizers in the excitation and emission channel. If not otherwise stated, we recorded steady state PL spectra with so-called magic angle conditions (excitation polarizer set to 0 ∘ and emission polarizer set to 54.7 ∘ ) to render detected emission intensities independent of the sample's emission anisotropy. [32] All emission spectra were corrected for emission from the solvent and dark counts from the detector (blank correction) and for instrument-specific contributions (emission correction), as described elsewhere. [33] The PL values of all samples were calculated relatively to rhodamine 101 (Rh101, PL = 0.915 [9] ) employing the formula of Demas and Crosby, see Equation (3) [34] :
Herein, the subscripts x and st denote sample and standard, ex and em denote excitation and emission wavelength(s), PL,st equals the PL quantum yield of the standard, ( ex ) presents the absorption factor at the excitation wavelength, and is the refractive index of the respective solvent. presents the integrated spectral fluorescence photon flux at the detector that is obtained from the blank corrected signal of the emission detector 0 ∘ /55 ∘ ( em ) divided by the photon energy ℎ 0 / em and by the relative spectral responsivity For fluorescence spectrometers equipped with polarizers, the relative spectral responsivity ( em ) is often determined for magic angle conditions. If emission spectra are recorded with emission polarizer settings differing from the settings used to determine ( em ), polarization effects in the detection channel have to be considered. Hence, we use the 1 , 2 factor to determine the difference of the relative spectral responsivity between the actual position of the emission polarizer ( 2 ) and the magic angle conditions ( 1 = 54.7 ∘ ) and to calculate the corrected emission spectra 2 . The integrated spectral fluorescence photon flux determined with an angle ( 2 ) of the emission polarizer can be calculated by Equation (5).
Equation (4) is a special case of Equation (5) 
Results and discussion
Recommended settings for the determination of PL of all types of fluorescent reporters are the magic angle conditions, where the excitation polarizer is set to 0 ∘ and the emission polarizer to 54.7 ∘ , as this renders detected emission intensities independent of the emission anisotropy of the sample. The spectrally corrected emission spectra of the different emittters recorded under this condition are displayed in Figure 1 (left panel) . Since all fluorophores emit in a wavelength region between 530 and 700 nm, the same 1 , 2 factors can be used for all samples. To determine PL or the emission anisotropy, either the spectral responsivity respectively, indicating already the wavelength dependence of the 1 , 2 factor. In Figure 1 As follows from Equation (5), the anisotropy of both sample and standard affect the relatively measured PL due to the influence of polarization effects on the measured emission intensities. To demonstrate the extent of these effects for different samples of low and high emission anisotropy, we determined the wavelength-dependent
∘ factor from the emission spectra 90 ∘ /0 ∘ and 90 ∘ /90 ∘ (see Figure 2 , red line). In addition, we obtained the emission anisotropies of all samples from the emission spectra 0 ∘ /0 ∘ and 0 ∘ /90 ∘ as well as the respective PL values from the emission spectra 0 ∘ /55 ∘ and from the emission spectra recorded without polarizers in the excitation and emission channel, respectively. Table 1 summarizes the resulting emission anisotropies and the relatively measured PL using Rh101 in ethanol as reference ( PL = 0.915). The emission of the QD in hexane ( = 0) and Rh101 in ethanol ( = 0.02) are more or less isotropic, whereas RhB in PMMA shows an almost ideal emission anisotropy of = 0.37. The QDR reveals a comparably high anisotropy of = 0.18 that is shaped-induced.
The anisotropies correlate directly with the deviations between the PL values determined with magic angle conditions and without polarizers (see Table 1 ). For PL measurements without polarizers, already the small emission anisotropy of Rh101 in ethanol causes a deviation of approx. −2% for the relatively measured PL of the ideal isotropically emitting QD. This deviation increases with increasing anisotropy of the samples to ca. 18% for the QDR and to more than 44% for the solid anisotropically emitting sample.
Only magic angle conditions (0 ∘ /54.7 ∘ ) allow for the determination of emission intensities independent of the orientation and excited state lifetimes of the samples' transition dipoles moments. If different polarizer settings are employed, the emission intensities or photon fluxes used for the calculation of PL are not proportional to the average excitable dipoles in the sample, although the spectral responsivity of the detection channel is considered. To demonstrate this and the resulting under-or overestimation of PL , we determined the respective ditions. These considerable deviations clearly underline the importance for measurements with polarizers using magic angle conditions for reliable relative PL measurements. Although the exact size of these effects is instrument-dependent, similar deviations are to be expected for other fluorescence measuring systems.
Conclusion
In summary, we demonstrated that for relative measurements of photoluminescence quantum yields ( PL ) without polarizers, the emission anisotropies of the standard and sample can considerably affect the resulting PL values. This can lead to significant uncertainties of PL data, the size of which depends on the difference in emission anisotropy of sample and standard. Although the size of emission anisotropy-and polarization-related effects are instrument-specific, depending mainly on the type of monochromator gratings, which typically determines the polarization sensitivity of the fluorescence measuring system. For the fluorometer used here and the sample with the highest emission anisotropy, uncertainties of more than 40% were obtained for measurements without polarizers. Maximum possible uncertainties of over 70% can be reached in a worst case scenario (estimated from the 0 ∘ /0 ∘ measurement geometry). For instruments lacking polarizers, polarization-related systematic uncertainties correlate directly with the size of the anisotropy of the sample, with minimum effects only resulting for samples with negligibly small emission anisotropies. For relative PL measurements of samples with higher anisotropies, sample-standard pairs with closely matching anisotropies are favorable, thereby reducing the influence of polarization effects, at least for samples with randomly orientated dipole moments. For instruments equipped with polarizers, use of magic angle conditions is strongly recommended for relative measurements of PL standards. Simultaneously, this underlines the need to provide emission anisotropies for solutions of recommended quantum yield standards and may render the development of anisotropic PL standards attractive.
